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The existence of periodic solutions near resonance is discussed using elemcn- 
tary methods for the evolution equation 
ti = Au + l j(t, 44) 
when the linear problem is totally degenerate (P’” = I) and the period of j is 
entrained with c (T ..- 2n(l -k CP)). 
The approach is to solve the periodicity equation 
u(T, P, cl = P 
for an element p(c) in D, the domain of A, as a perturbation from an approximate 
solution p0 p0 is a solution of the nonlinear boundary value problem 
2x~Ap -t I*, e-“* j(s, eA’p) ds = 0 
-0 
obtained from the periodicity equation by dividing by c, applying the en- 
trainment assumption, and letting E + 0. Once p,, is known, the conventional 
inverse function theorem is applied in a slightly unconventional manner. 
Two particular cases where results are obtained are 
with g strongly monotone and 
d v 
’ dt ZL’ = [I [ d/dx “‘b”] [i] + ’ [h&l’ 
where in both cases D is a certain class of Zn-periodic functions of X. 
1. IKTR~DucTI~N 
The aim of this paper is to formulate a set of sufficient conditions insuring 
that the evolution equation 
zi = Au + cf(t, u) (1.1) 
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will have T-periodic solutions. Throughout WC’ assume .-l generates a 
2n-periodic group {e”l}, f is T-periodic, and ‘I’ is entrained with E, that is, 
T = 2n( I $- ccl) -: 27+. (1.2) 
Our basic results are given in a series of theorems in Section 3. Without 
being overly precise at this time, these are as follows. Let i bc f evaluated 
at E = 0. Suppose D and D, are, respectively, the domains of A and its 
square. Denote by f’ the Frechet derivative off in U. Finally let u(r, p, C) 
bc the solution to (I. 1) with initial value p E D at z =- 0. If the two conditions 
given below are satisfied, then (1.1) h . as a T-periodic solution for small 
values of C: 
(I) There is a p0 E D, such that 
2q.~Ap + I’” e -,A8 i(s, e”“p) ds = 0. (1.3) 
0 
(2) The operator B(p, , c): D + D given by 
%(p, l )d = (I - e-2ncuA)djc + ecAs f’(s, eASpo)eA”d ds (l-4) 
is a homeomorphism for E > 0. 
Two applications of the theory are given. In Section 4 we show that if 
g’(u) ;G /I > 0 then the first order wave equation 
U( = II, + e(g(u) - h(t, x)), 
u(t, x + 27r) = u(t, x) (1.5) 
has a T-periodic solution. In Section 5 we consider the wave equation in 
symmetric form, 
vt = w, -t 673, 
w, :: vu, - ch(t, x) (1.6) 
with the rather strange appearing boundary conditions, 
v(t, x + n) = -v(t, x) = v(t, -x), 
w(t, x + T) = -w(t, x) = -w(t, -x). (1.7) 
\Ve mention that the oddness-evenness condition in (1.7) insures that if 
v is twice differentiable, then it satisfies the wave equation with nonlinear 
damping 
Z(t - z,, = c{z”zt +- g(i, x)), 
z(t, 0) = z(t, 7r) = 0 (1.8) 
for some suitable choice of h and E. The n-antiperiodicity requirement, on 
the other hand, has been imposed to simplify equations (1.3) and (1.4). 
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Kate that we have assumed A generates a 2rr-periodic group and that 
the nonlinear term has period close to 2x. Hence the phenomenon we are 
describing is one of nonlinear forcing near resonance of the system ti :--- Au, 
all of whose vibrations are 2n-periodic. Our interest is in the situation where 
the nonlinearity suppresses the free oscillations causing the system to 
synchronize or lock-step with the forcing frequency. Similar problems 
have been much discussed for ordinary differential equations and we wish 
to cite in particular the works of Cronin [5], Chap. 2, Stoker [19], Appendix I, 
Friedrichs [8], Chap. IV, and Hale [9], Chap. 8 and [lo], Chap. 7. 
In this work we emulate the methods of the first three authors by attempting 
to find a fixed point of the period map u(Z’, p, l ). First we observe that the 
equation u(T, p, 6) - p =-. 0 is trivial at E = 0; any p E D is a solution. 
To break the degeneracy, we divide by e. For reasons of convenience we 
then multiply by e- Ar to obtain the equation F( p, c) : 0, where 
F( p, l ) = c-le--AT{u( T, p, E) - p’,. (1.9) 
We mention that as Q -+ 0, F(p, l ) converges to the expression in (1.3). 
Conventional wisdom is to apply the implicit function theorem to (1.9). 
This means that F(p, 0) = 0 must be solved for an approximate solution 
p0 and that the derivative in p, F’(p, e), must be continuously inverted 
at (p. , 0). This approach is quite adequate for ordinary differential equations, 
but the method fails when A is unbounded because the Frechet derivative 
is not continuous at E = 0 in the uniform operator topology of the spaces 
concerned. This point is adequately explained in Section 3. Of course, we 
are aware of Bartle’s result [2] which shows that continuity is not required, 
but it is still necessary that F’(p, , E) be “close” to F’(p, , 0). However, 
for our problems, it appears that these two maps are not close enough, 
no matter how small c is made. 
We can avoid the above mentioned difficulty by inverting F’(p, , C) for 
E + 0 and that is the approach used here. Unfortunately, the inversion 
problem becomes much more difficult, reducing the class of problems we 
can solve. While it is possible to make some simplifications by replacing 
F’(pO, l ) with the nearby operator !ZJ(p, , G) of equation (1.4), the equations 
can still be formidable. For instance, in the example (1.5), inverting F’( p,, , 0) 
means solving the ordinary differential equation 
PA’ + g’(p,)A = S(x) 
for a 2n-periodic solution, whereas the inversion problem for F’(p, , l ) is 
equivalent to solving the difference equation 
M4 - 4% - 2v.4)/~ + &?(p,)d(x) = a(x) 
for the same type of solution. 
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One corollary of the implicit function theorem is that as E ---• 0, the solution 
P(C) to F(p, 6) -= 0 converges to p,, . In our case, this requires a separate 
argument but it is true. Consequently, as E --• 0, the T-periodic solution 
u(., p(e), 6) reduces to the 27r-periodic solution P/P,, as E b 0. 
One of the most interesting aspects of our work is that for suitable non- 
linearities we can obtain T-periodic solutions for every T in a neighborhood 
of 2x. This is in contrast to other studies of these and similar equations 
in which ‘I’ is restricted to be 2~ or a rational multiple of 2rr or must otherwise 
satisfy some sort of Diophantine restriction. Of course, if T is rcstrictcd, 
a much larger class of nonlinear terms are admissible For example, 
Rabinowitz [17] has shown the existence of 2n-periodic solutions for the 
nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation 
u If - u IL YY l f(4 x, u), 
u(t, 0) - up, 7r) == 0
(1.10) 
when f is strongly monotonic in u and 2rr-periodic in 1. He has subsequently 
improved this result to nonlinearities of the form 9n-l + ~(t, X, U) with 
g monotonic [ 161. As he points out, however, on p. 154 of [17], a classic 
problem of small divisors arises when arbitrary periods are considered. 
It is interesting to note that our method applied to (1.10) results in the 
same difficulty when we try to invert B(p,, , c). There are indications, on 
the other hand, that for periods which are badly approximated by rationals 
some progress can be made with (1.10). MT:e shall attempt to explore this 
possibility in future work. 
Other papers dealing with 7’-periodic solutions (but with T restricted 
as mentioned above) are those of Cesari [4], Hale [11], Vejvoda [21], [22], 
di Simone [7], Torelli [20], and Hall [ 121. WC remark that one of the examples 
considered by Hale, 
% - UT.,: = +f3 i- g(t, x)), (1.1 I) 
has the type of nonlinearity permitting the application of our methods 
if R is l’-periodic with T -= 2~(1 + EP). 
When A satisfies the requirement (Au, U) > 0 (as do our examples), 
and f is a continuous, monotone, coercive map of a Hilbert space to itself, 
Browder has shown in [3] that (1.1) will h ave T-periodic solutions for any 
T and for any negative value of 6. While the nonlinear terms in examples 
(1.5) and (1.6) do not fit all of these hypotheses, they do have a monotonic 
character. There is indication that such assumptions of monotonicity will 
allow the solution of (1.3) and (1.4) under fairly general circumstances. 
In fact, in Sections 4 and 5, the monotonicity theory of linear operators 
in the form of the Lax-Milgram lemma is used to invert %(p,, , l ). Further 
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applications of monotonicity appear in solving (I .3) for equation (I .6) where 
we apply some of the recent theory of Hammerstein integral equations. 
One final remark before WC embark on the detailed study of (1.1): The 
presence of E suggests a power series, and in Section 6 we show that indeed 
the solutions p(c) to F(p, c) .- 0 for the two examples of Sections 3 and 4 
do have a formal power scrics. Questions of convergence or asymptotic 
character will be deferred to a later work, however. In the derivation of 
the series, the operator F’(p, , 0) plays an important role. It is interesting 
to note that even when F’(p,, , E) seemingly cannot be inverted, the equation 
F’(pO , 0)d .-= 6 can still be solved. In some unpublished work we have 
obtained some fascinating formal results for autonomous equations such as 
utt -- I(,, = +u + /322), 
u(t, 0) = up, 7r) = 0 
even when LY = 0 using the techniques of Section 6. These indicate that 
(1.3) and its associated variational equation may bc very important in 
understanding the asymptotic behavior of (I. I). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product (., .)” and norm i . !“. 
Suppose A: D C H + H is a closed, densely defined linear operator. We 
assign D the graph norm 
Occasionally, the symbol 1 . , will also be used to denote the absolute value 
of a scalar. The usage should be clear. 
We shall study the existence of T-periodic solutions to the nonlinear 
evolution equation 
ti -: Au + cf(t, u) (2.1) 
when E is a small parameter and T is entrained with E, that is, when T can 
be expressed as 
T :- 277(1 -;- cP). (2.2) 
The following basic assumptions will be made: 
(1) A generates a unitary group {e”“} of linear operators on H with 
es”* = I, the identity. 
(2) fis a continuous (possibly nonlinear) map R x D to D, is 2n-periodic 
in wt (w = 2x/T), and is bounded (in the sense that bounded sets arc mapped 
to bounded sets). 
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(3) f is Frechet differentiable in u, and the derivative f’ is a continuous, 
bounded (in the sense given above) map of R >: 11 to L(D, D) satisfying 
a uniform C, condition on D. This latter statement means that, for any 
bounded set S in D and any 7 >x 0, there is a 6 > 0 (independent of t E R 
and u, V, and ecf in S) such that 
I f(f, u) -- f(t, v) - f’(t, w)(u - v)’ < 7j ! u - v 1 (2.3) 
whenever u - w 1 5: 6 and 1 v -- w I < 6. 
The periodicity problem for (2.1) is to find an initial value p in D such 
that for some fixed 1, E [- l’, 0] 
u(t, + II’, p, c) = u(t, , p, c). (2.4) 
Here, u(., p, 6) is the solution to (2.1) passing through p at t = 0. The 
periodic solution to (2.1) is then constructed by periodic extension. Equation 
(2.4) insures that the extension satisfies the equation even across the con- 
tinuation points {t, + nT}, n = 0, &l, 52,... . Hence a precise under- 
standing of u(., p, e) as a function of the pair (p, l ) is required. While the 
following results are probably well-known, it is convenient to have them 
in a form suitable for the subsequent analysis of (2.4). We beg the reader’s 
indulgence. 
Let Z be any closed interval in R symmetric around t = 0. Define C(Z, D) 
to be the set of continuous functions of i E Z taking values in D. Equip 
C(Z, D) with the norm 
I, U ii == Sup{’ u(t);; t El}. 
The following existence theorem is proved using the contraction mapping 
principle ([13], p. 229): 
THEOREM 2.1. Let r and o be given positive numbers. Let I have length <<T. 
Suppose p E D with ( p I < o. Then there is an E,, > 0 and a unique u( ., p, E) 




u(t, p, E) -= eAlp + E eA(t-a)f(s, u(s, p, E)) ds. (2.5) 
0 
In addition, u(., p, E) is Lipschitz continuous in the pair (p, E) in a, where 
Q={p~D,lp! <a}x{ainR,I~I <co}. 
Proof. By the mean value theorem ([6], p. 160), 
If (t, 4 - f 0, %)I s I u - v I ;<yzI If ‘(I, v -+ qu - v)>l 
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on any convex set in D. Let S(0, a) be the ball in C(I, D) of radius a centered 
at 0, where 
a = 2(u + ;If(*, 0)ll). 
Suppose u and v are in S(0, a). Since f’ is bounded, there is a constant k 
such that 
If’@, v i e(u - v))l < k. 
So f is uniformly Lipschitzian on S(0, a) with Lipschitz constant k. Pick 
Q,, to be the smaller of I/T and 1 /%T. 
Define W: s(O, a) -+ C(Z, D) by 
(W+)(t) = e”‘p + e jot e”+s)f(s, $(s)) ds, t ~1. (2.6) 
Observe that since {eAf} is unitary and commutes with A, 1 eA’p 1 < ( p 1, 
Thus, 
Using the values of co and a given above, we see W+ is also in S(0, a). Because 
coo7k < l/2, W is contracting. The fixed point is the desired solution. 
On the space s(O, a) x n, W is uniformly contracting, is Lipschitzian 
in (p, E), and is uniformly Lipschitzian in $. Hence u( ., p, l ) is Lipschitz 
continuous in its parameters ([13], p. 230). This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. The element u(., p, ) l is differentiable in p with derivative 
WC., P, 4 defined by, 
w(t, p, e)A = e**A + c 1’ eA(1-8) f’b, u(s, P, +o, P, 4A ds (2.7) 
0 
whenever 1 c 1 < co and I p 1 < (I. In addition, the differential w(., p, r)A is 
continuous in the pair (p, E) unifmmly for A E D. 
Proof. Letf2’ = {PED; Ip) < u}. C onsider the operator W of equation 
(2.6). Clearly W is infinitely differentiable in p, and by basic assumption (3), is 
di.fIerentiable in 4. It is uniformly contracting on s(O, a) x a’. Hence 
by Hale’s theorem on uniform contractions ([9], p. 7), u(., p, l ) is differentiable 
in p and the derivative is given by (1.7). 
505/14/l-2 
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By this same theorem, the differential is the fixed point of the linear 
map Z defined by 
(z+)(t) 1 c+Ll $- f f-t eAcf-s)f’(s, u(s, p, C))+(S) ds. 
‘0 
By assumption 3, f’ is continuous in U, and, by Theorem 2.1, I( is continuous 
in the pair (p, l ). Thus, Z is continuous in ( p, l ) and is uniformly contracting 
with contracting constant l/2. Therefore, the differential w(., p, c)d is 
continuous in (p, 6) uniformly in A. 
One consequence of these theorems is that as 6 -+ 0, u(t, p, l ) + eAfP 
in D and w(t, p, l ) + eAl in I,(L), n). In particular, 
z&p, 0) -= e"'p and w(t, p, 0) = eAf. (2.8) 
In studying the periodicity equation (2.4) use will be made of a variant 
of the inverse function theorem. Recall that if B: X + Y is a linear homeo- 
morphism, then there is a constant m > 0 (the inverse constant) such that 
for all x E X, 1’ Bx ;I 3 m I/ x 1. (Here we are using 11 . II to mean the norm 
in an abstract Banach space.) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and suppose S(x, , p) is 
the ball in X of radius p centered at x0 . Let H: S(xo , p) C X + Y be continuous 
and assume there exists a linear homeomorphism B: X + Y such that 
II Hh,) - H&J - 4x, - JcA~I < rl Ii x1 - ~2 II (2.9) 
whenever xl and x2 are in S(x, , p). If m is the inverse constant for B and 
17 LS m/2, 
I Hkdli < pmi2, 
then there is a unique x E S(x, , p) such that H(x) : 
Proof. Define a sequence {xn} by 
Bh+l - x,) L -H(x,J. 
Suppose for all K < n 
I: xk - x0 II < P. 





m II xnhl - x, II d II B(G+~ - JGJI: = II H&J 
= II H(G) - W,-J + H(+dil 
= II H(x,) - H(xnJ - B(xn - x,-dll 
< ? II X” - X,-l II. 
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and so the sequence is 
2 II Xl - x0 I!. 
But m II x1 - x011 < 11 B(x, - x,,)ll = Ii [i( < pm/2 by (1.11). Thus, 
II %+1 - x0 I\ < p. The limit of the sequence is the desired solution. 
For later reference we note that 
I’ %I - x0 I, < 2 il x1 - xo II, (2.13) 
II x - % !I < C(n) II x1 - 43 Ill (2.14) 
where x is the solution and C(n) + 0 as n -+ co. 
Condition (2.9) is called a C, condition on H since it has a continuous 
Frechet derivative B(x,) at x0 if and only if given 77 > 0 there exists p > 0 
such that II x1 - x0 i! < p and I xr - x0 II < p implies 
I, 44 - H(G) - &x,)(x, - 4ll < v II ~1 - xz II 
(See [6], p. 165.) So if it can be verified that B(x,) is a bijection of X to Y 
then this is a suitable candidate for B. It is, however, not always convenient 
to use B(x,) but rather another nearby operator !ZJ. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let B and 23 be two bounded linear operators from X 
to Y. If !I3 is a homeomorphism with inverse constant m and if II B - ‘$3 11 < m/2, 
then B is also a homeomorphism, and, for all x E X, 
// Bx II 3 (111/2) .Ix !I. 
Proof. In Theorem 2.3, let H(x) = Bx - y where y is given. Let x0 
be any point and p = +co. Then 
II H&I - Wd - Bh - -Qil < II B - 23 II I: ~1 - ~2 I/ 
< (W) II x1 - x2 II. 
Hence (2.10) is satisfied and so there is a unique x such that Bx = y. In 
addition, 
II Bx II = IIP - Wx + ‘23~ II 
> II ‘23~ II - II B - 23 II II x II >, M I; x II - (m/2) II x II 
= b/2) II x II. 
Combining Theorem 2.3 with its corollary we get our next theorem: 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let X and IV be Banach spaces and suppose 
H: S(0, u) C X + Y satisfies a C, condition in the ball centered at 0 of radius (T. 
Let 23: X -+ Y be a linear homomorphism with inverse constant 111 and assume 
(! 23 - B(q)/, < m/2, where B(x,) is the Frechet derivative of H at x,, in 
S(0, u). Then there is a constant Y” > 0 such that if 1 H(x,)l~ < v0 the equation 
H(x) = 0 has a locally unique solution in S(0, u). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, B(s,) is continuously invertible with inverse 
constant m/2. Take 17 = m/4 and apply the C, condition to H to choose 
p > 0 such that 11 x1 - x,, 11 < p and II x2 - x0 II < p implies 
il f&4 - H(4 - B(x,)(x, - x,)l, < 77 II~1 - ~2 II. 
Then 7 satisfies (2.10), and, if 11 H(q,)ll < v,, = pm/4, Theorem 2.3 gives 
a unique x E S(X,, , p) such that H(x) = 0. 
Our goal in the next section is to show how Theorem 2.4 applies to the 
periodicity equation (2.4) when t, == 0 or t, = -T. 
3. So~uT10x 0F THE PERIODICITY EQUATION 
In this section we shall show how Theorem 2.4 can help us find sufficient 
conditions for solving (2.4). We will consider only the cases where t, = 0 
or to = -T, and only the former situation will be discussed in detail. 
Theorems, without proofs, will be supplied when t, = -T, and the two 
results will be tied together in a form suitable for the applications of 
Sections 4 and 5. 
When t, = 0, (2.4) becomes u(T, p, l ) -= p. Csing the representation 
(2.5) for u(., p, E) we have 
(eAT - Z)p + e Jr eAtT-+) f (s, u(s, p, c)) ds = 0. 
0 
Multiplying by e-“r (Remember, {e”‘} is a group.) gives 
(1 - e-“)P + E JO’ ecA8f(s, u(s, p, c)) a5 = 0. 
Recall that T = 27r(l + 6~) and esn* = I. Hence e-m = e--PncuA. Making 
this substitution and dividing by E gives us the equation F(p, e) = 0, where 
F(p, c) = (I - e- e-A8 f (s, 4s, p, 6)) ~25. (3.1) 
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We note that F(p, E) has the limiting value 
F(p, 0) = 27rpAp + jozr e-As f(s, e”“p) ds. (3.2) 
Here, f is f evaluated at w -= 1. (Recall f is 2n-periodic in wt.) 
By the chain rule, F is differentiable in p, and if B(p, c) is the derivative 
then it is defined by 
B(p, c)A = (I - e-2ncuA)A/c + 
I 
’ e-Asf’(s, u(s, p, e)) w(s, p, r)d ds, (3.3) 
0 
where A E D and w(., p, 6) is the derivative of u(., p, c) in p. Letting E -+ 0 
gives 
B(p, 0)A = 2npAA + h e--Aa f’(s, eA8p)eA8A ds. (3.4) 
Let Q be as defined in Theorem 2.1. Then F(p, Q) is a continuous map 
of 52 to H, even at l = 0. Thus it is tempting to apply the implicit function 
theorem to solve F( p, c) = 0 provided B( p, , 0) is a homeomorphism from 
D to H. This leads to the iteration scheme 
4Po ) O)(Pn+1 - PJ = -F(P, 2 ~1, 
where PO satisfies F(p, 0) = 0. If B(po, 0) has inverse constant m, , then 
mo I Pwl - pm I < I 4~0 9 ‘W,,, - p,)l, = I F(pn , c>‘o 
= ’ F(P~ 9 cl- F(PH 3 cl- Wpo , NP, - LA, 
G I F(P~ 9 4 - F(P~-, 9 4) - &PO ,4(pn - A-l>!o 
+ NWPO 7 c> - B(Po 9 WP73 - Pn-do. 
The last line shows the difficulty inherent in this approach. For unbounded 
operators, (I - e-2ncUA ) /e does not converge uniformly to 2mpAA as E -+ 0. 
Thus we cannot, in general, assert that 
l(B(Po 3 4 - WPO > WP, - Pn-a0 G c(c) / Pn - Pn-1 I, 
where c(e) -+ 0 with l . Hence it may not be possible to prove that the 
sequence { Pn} is contracting. 
Let us take another viewpoint. Let 52’ be as in Theorem 2.2. We note 
that for fixed E + 0, F(p, ) E is continuous as a map from Q’ CD to D. 
In addition, B(p, 6) is a bounded map on D (although the bound may be 
0(1/E) as f + 0). Hence if we can invert B( p. , c) on D for E # 0 then 
Theorem 2.4 may be applicable. 
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To this end WC make the following additional basic assumptions: 
(4) There is an element p, E D, , the domain of A*, satisfying the equation 
F(p, 0) = 0. 
(5) For each 8 E D, there exists a unique d E I) such that ‘B(p, , <)A 6, 
where 
and there is a constant 111 > 0 (independent of f) such that nt 1 A 1 <i 1 6 1. 
Note that B(p, c) is derived from B(p, E) by evaluating terms in the integral 
at E :-= 0. 
Fix o, the constant of Theorem 2.1, at the value 1 + I p. i and T to be 
larger than 7’. Then co is determined, and the element u(., p, 6) has the 
properties of continuity, etc. as given in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for (p, c) 
in J2. This insures that F(p, E) is a continuous map of Q’ C 11 to II which 
is differentiable with derivative given by (3.3). 
The first item to be checked in using Theorem 2.4 is the C, condition 
on Q’ = S(0, u). For our purposes it is important to know that the verification 
can be done independently of l (for 1 E I < Ed, of course). So suppose p, , 
p, , and pz are in Q’. Let ui , i --- 0, I, 2, be the element U(S, pi , e). Using 
(3.1) and (3.3) we obtain 
I 
T 




zz e-AS{f(~, u,) - f(s, ~2) - f’(s, uo)(ul - up)} ds 
0 
.T 
+ I e-Asf’(s, uo) (~4~ - II:! - WCS, PO > E)(P~ - ~2)) ds. (3.6) 0 
Recall by Theorem 2.1 that for all (p, 6) in Q, 1 u(t, p, e)l < a. Since f 
is uniformly C, on bounded sets, there is a [ such that 1 u1 - u. I ,< 5, 
I u, - u0 1 < 4 implies 
Now u(., p, c) is Lipschitzian in p uniformly for / e / < l o . Thus there is a 
constant k, > 0 such that 
II u(., p, ~1 - UC., P’, 3 < k, P - p’ I. 
So if 1 p, - p. I ,< t/k, and I pz - p. I < I/k, then the first integral in 
(3.6) can be estimated by 7Tk1 I p1 - p2 I. 
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Xext, using the representations (2.5) and (2.7) we get 
111 - 112 - w(s, PO > 4Pl - P2) 
-=c F 
s 








./_ e eA(a-o) {f’(u, 4Hq - ~2 - ~(0, PO , <)(A - ~2)) du. 
n 
Since !jf’(u, u,,) ! < k and cOA .< 112, 
I, Ul - fJ2 - w(s, Pn I l )(A - P2)i' 
G 2407 !I f( ., 241) - f( ., 4 - f’( ., u,,)(u, - ua),!. 
Thus u(., p, c) is itself uniformly C, on Sz’ for 1 6 < q, . Hence there is 
a 6, > 0, independent of E, such that 
'I Ul - f42 - 4.7 PO ,4(Pl - P2)ll G 71 I A - P2 I 
whenever I pr - p. I < 6, and I p2 - p. j < 6,. So the second integral can 
be estimated by 4q I pr - p, I. Taking 6 = min(l;/kr (8,) we obtain the 
desired result. 
Next we need to show p. is a good approximate solution to F(p, e) :.: 0. 
This is done by limiting the size of E. We note that to do so does not affect 
the C, condition checked above. 
LEMMA 3.1. If bask assumption (4) holds, then given v > 0 there is an 
cl > 0 with l 1 < co such that ’ E : < cl implies 1 F( p. , c)I < V. 
Proof. First consider the terms (I - e-2nruA)p/E and 2npAp. Since 
p0 E D, (I - e-2nruA)p0/e converges in H to 27rpAp,. But because p. E D, , 
A(1 - e+ncUA )p,/e = (I - e-2nf@A) ApO/c converges in II to 27rpA2po as 
e + 0. so 
in D as E + 0. 
Next, 





e-“*f(S, ~(s, PO , c)) ds - eeAs f(s, eAspo) ds = I + II + Ill, 
0 0 
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where 
I- T I 
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e-Asf(~, 6 po , 4) ds - I e-Asf(s, u(s, p. , ~1) 40 0 
II = 
I ozw e-AS{f(~, u(s, p, , 4) - .f(s, e”app,)) ds, 
2R III = 
I 
ecAs{f(s, eA8po) - f(s, eA8po)} ds. 
l-l 
Since T = 241 + EP) we can estimate Z as follows: 
1 I 1 = ) J’“““” e-Anf(s, u(s, p. , e)) ds / 
2R 
where a is as given in Theorem 2.1. 
For ZZ we have, 
Finally, 
I 11 I < 277 !if(*, UC., PO ,4) - f(., eAYo>i’ 
< 27rk 11 u(., PO , E) - eA8po ;‘. 
I 111 i < 277 /If@, @po) - f(s, eAYo)ll. 
But, Y(S, p, l ) + eA*po as E -+ 0, f is a continuous function of wt, and as 
l -+ 0, w + 1. So the lemma is proved. 
Inversion of the operator B(p, , E) may be difficult. So our next task is 
to show that if e is small enough 23(po, E) is close to B(po , E). 
LEMMA 3.2. !.B( p. , e) is a good approximation to B(po , c). That is, giwen 
v>0,3~~>OsuchthuIaI ~~,~~,impliesIB(po,E)--(po,E)I <v. 
Proof. From (3.3) and (3.5) we have 
4Po 9 ‘)A - 23(po , r)Ll = I’ + II’ -!- 111’ + IV’, 
where 




- e-Aaf’(S, G, p. , 4)w(s, p. , + ds, 
0 
II’ = 1’” e-Yf’(s, 44 PO , +4s, PO , e> 
” f(s, u(s, pO , 4)eW ds, 
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s 
Bn 
III' = e-*“{j’(s, U(S, p. , e)) - f’(s, eAapo)}eAad s, 
0 
IV’ = 6’ c*'{~'(s, eAspo) - f’(s, eA8po)}eABd s. 
These can be estimated as follows: 
) I’ ( < 2nr$ ,/ w(-,po , e)ll 1 A I, 
: II’ 1 < 2xk ,! w(., PO, 6) - e*s Ij I d 1) 
) III’ I < 277 lif’(., u(*, PO, l)) - f’(., e*“p,):I ! d I, 
I W’ 1 < 27~ Ilf’(., eAspo) - f’(., eAYo)lI I d I. 
Combining these with our previous results and assumptions we obtain the 
lemma. 
These show that by keeping E small enough we can satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 2.4. The following existence theorem is thus obtained. 
THEOREM 3.1. Under basic assumptions (l)-(5) there is a locally unique 
element P(E) in D and a function u( ., p(e), G) in C(I, D) satisfying the ewolution 
equation (2.1) and the periodicity equation (2.4) whenever c # 0 is suficimtly 
small. 
Proof. By assumption (5), %(po, ) E is a linear homeomorphism with 
inverse constant m independent of E. By the lemmas we can find cs so that 
I B(pa , c) - 23( p, , E)I < m/2 and so that I IQ0 , e)l is sufficiently small 
when 0 < I E ( < 6s. Hence by Theorem 2.4, F(p, E) = 0 has a locally 
unique solution p(c). Thus u(T, P(C), E) = p(c) and therefore (2.1) has a 
T-periodic solution. 
When E -+ 0, (2.1) becomes the homogeneous linear equation ti = Au. 
One solution is u,(t) = e*‘p, . Hopefully, u(., p(c), E) + u. as E -+ 0. Let 
us show that this is indeed the case. 
Referring to the proof of Theorem 2.3, we see that p(c) is the limit of 
the sequence 
WPO 9 ~)(Pn+k) - P,(e)) = -W&)9 + 
Because 1 B(p, , E)A I > (m/2) I A I, where m is independent of E, and, since 
the C, condition can be determined independently of Q (provided ) c ( < co), 
the inequalities (2.13) and (2.14) hold for {p,(c)): 
I P,(e) - PO I B 2 I P,(e) - PO I* 
I PM - P&I B C(n) I PI(S) - PO I * 
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Hence, 
I P(E) - P” -< j P(c) - A,(~) + Al(~) - PO 
.c: (2 :- C(n)) I PI(C) - p” I 
:A: const p,(c) - p,, ‘. 
But Pi - p, -< (2/m) ; F(pO, e)l, and, becausep,, is in I& , 1 F(p, , e)I -+ 
1 F(p,, , O)l = 0 as E 4 0. Thus ~(6) -* pU in D as l - 0. By the joint 
continuity of u(., p, E) in p and E, u(t, P(E), E) l eAfP,, in C(I, I)). Thus we 
have the theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. Cnder the basic assumptions (l)-(5) there is a locally 
unique, T-periodic solution to (2.1) for E sufficiently small. Irr addition, as 
E + 0, the solution goes to eAfpO where p,, satisfies F(p, 0) = 0. 
\\‘hen to -. - T, the periodicit); equation (2.4) becomes u(. .-. T, p, E) = p. 
From (2.5) we obtain 
T (e-A7 _ I)p .;. ( 
r e*( 7-S)f(~, u(s, p, c)) ds -_- 0. - 0 
Multiplying by eAT gives 
(1 - e”)P + E j:= e-.*“f(s, u(s, p, E)) ds : 0. 
Applying the entrainment assumption and dividing by (-E), the equation 
becomes G(p, C) = 0, where 
G(p, l ) = (I - eanfuA )P/(-~) - jgT emAsf(s, U(S, p, c)) ds. (3.7) 
The discussion of the equation G(p, c) = 0 proceeds along similar lines. 
First we find an equation for the approximate solution. Letting c --F 0 in 
(3.7) gives 
G(p, 0) L 2xPAp - j0-2n e-Ar f(s, e**p) ds. 
However, since the integrand in (3.8) is 2+periodic, 
(3.8) 
-277 297 
- I e-** f(s, eA8p) ds = I e-** f(s, eASp) ds. 0 a 
Thus, G(p, 0) is simply F(p, 0), where F(p, 0) is as given in equation (3.2). 
Secondly, we require an approximate derivative analogous to d(p, E). 
A suitable candidate is 
6(P, c)d = (1 - elnfuA) A/(--B) - f 
-2n e-As f’(s, e*ap)e*“d ds. (3.4) 
0 
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Again the integral -Lzn can be replaced by Jb’“. Hence we see that a( p, t) = 
‘B(p, -c) as given by (3.3). 0 ne now proceeds to show that the solution p, 
to (3.8) is a good approximation to G(p, c) = 0 and that K(p, , c) is 
uniformly close to C(p, , E), the Frechet derivative of G(p, , c), when 6 is 
small enough. Applying Theorem 2.4 we readily deduce a solution p(c) to 
equation (3.4). Thus (3.7) is satisfied for i, = -T. The argument that 
u(t, p(c), 6) 4 eA’p, is also the same. Let us put down a new assumption: 
(5)’ For each 6 E D, there exists a unique d E D such that B( p,, , --c)d :-- S 
and there is a constant ln > 0 (indepcndcnt of 6) such that 111 / d 1 q:< 1 6 (. 
THEOREM 3.3. Under the basic assumptions (1) io (4) & (5)’ there is a 
locally unique T-periodic solution to (2.1) j OY E sufficiently small. In addition 
as E -+ 0 the solution concerges to e*‘p,, , where p0 satisfies G(p, 0) = 0. 
As the reader has by now observed, Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 are not 
affected if neighborhoods of E = 0 are replaced by corresponding half 
intervals. Furthermore, if (5) holds for E > 0, then (5)’ holds for E < 0 
and conversely because !B( p, c) = cT(p, -6). Thus we have the result: 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose assumptions (I)-(5) hold for E > 0 OY (l)-(4) and 
(5)‘for E < 0. Then there is an tg > 0 and a periodic solution to (2.1) of period 
T = 2rr( 1 + l P) for ewery E in ( -c3 , EJ. In addition, as E + 0, the solution 
reduces to eAtpO , where pu satisfies F(p, 0) = 0. 
The conclusion is that it is enough to verify the basic assumptions (l)-(4), 
and either (5) when E > 0 or (5)’ when E < 0. Once this is done the result 
for values of Q with the opposite sign is automatically obtained and we have 
a periodic solution for mery E in a neighborhood of zero which bifurcates 
from eA’po .
Let us turn now to some applications of Theorem 3.4. 
4. A FIRST ORDER WAVE EQUATION 
The first example we shall consider is the wave equation 
ut - u, = &W - W, 4 
where g is a Ca strongly monotonic increasing real-valued function of 
u E R with g(0) = 0 and h is a Cm function of t, x E R which is 2a-periodic 
in wt and x. (We say that g is strongly monotonic increasing if g’(u) > /? > 0 
for all u E R.) As before, T = 2a/w is assumed to be entrained with E. 
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In this example, the function f is given by 
f(t, u)(x) := g(u) - h(r, x). (4.2) 
For H we choose the Hilbert space of 2rr-periodic real-valued functions 
of .Y E R which are square-integrable over a period. The inner product on H is 
Let H, be the set of functions in H whose derivatives pu), i =: 0, I,..., K - 1, 
are absolutely continuous and p(k) E H. Endowed with the inner product 
Hk is a Hilbert space. 
For the operator A, we take A = d/dx with domain D --= HI . A is then 
a closed linear operator from HI C H to H. Moreover, A* = d2/dx2 with 
domain D, = H, is a closed linear operator from Hz C H to H. In order 
to conform to the notation of Section 2, we shall henceforth drop the 1 
subscript on the inner product and norm on H, . 
FVe shall now verify that this example satisfies the three assumptions of 
Section 2 and the two assumptions of Section 3. In view of the discussion 
of Section 3, it suffices to take e > 0. 
Assumption (1) of Section 2 is an immediate consequence of the following 
simple lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. The operator A generates a group {e*‘} of unitary operators 
on H given by 
(@p)(x) z p(x + t). 
Assumption (2) of Section 2 follows easily from the assumed properties 
of g and h. 
In order to verify Assumption (3) of Section 2, we need the estimates 
which appear in the next two theorems. Set 
1 Y IoE = sup{1 u(x)l: x E R}. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Moser [14], p. 273). Let F(x, u) be 2r-periodic in x and 
let FE Ck in its arguments. If I( E Hk n C, then F(x, u(x)) E H, and 
I Ft.> 4h < 41 u It + 11, 
where ck is a constant depending monotonically on 1 u iz . 
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THEOREM 4.2 (Rabinowitz [17], p. 202). Let F(x, u) and FU(x, u) E P-l 
in their arguments. If I(, v E Hk n C, then 
I F(., u + v) - F(., u) - F,(., u)v Ik < CA. I v I& v II( + ’ fJ I,), 
where ck depends on an upper bound for ) u I= + ’ u iI: $ ; v i z . 
We see from Theorem 4.2 that the function f given in (4.2) is Frechet 
differentiable with respect to II in HI with derivative equal to multiplication 
by g’. Thus, in order to complete the verification of assumption (3), it 
remains to show that f satisfies a uniform Cl condition in H, . 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f be the function given in (4.2). Then for any bounded 
setSCH,andanyq > 0,thereisaa > O(independentoftERandu,v,wES) 
such that 
1f(t, u) -f(t, v) -f’(t, w)(u - v): d 77 I u - TJ I 
whenewer II, v, w E S with I u - w I < 6 and I v - w 1 < 6. 
Proof. We have 
If(t, u) -f(t, v) -f’(t, w)(u - v): 
= I g(u) - g(v) - g’(w)(u - 4i 
< I d4 - g(v) - g’(v)bJ - 41 + ik’W - g’Wl(u - VII 
< Cl I 24 - ?J Im(l lJ - v I + I u - v Im) + c, I g’(v) -g’(w)l, / 24 - v IO 
+ c, I g’(v) -g’(w):, I u’ - 0’ ‘0 + c, I g”(v)\, I v’ - w’ lo ( 11 - v 1% 
+ C, 1 g”(v) - g”(w)lm I w’ i. I 24 - 0 le . 
The last inequality follows from Theorem 4.2 and directly estimating 
the term I[g’(v) - g’(w)](u - v)]. Here c1 depends on an upper bound for 
I v joo + I v 1 + 1 u - v jm and C, , C, , C, , C, are constants. 
Kow let u, v, w E S, a bounded set in HI. Then since I u +, < I u 1 and 
I u IJD < const 1 u I for u E H, , the above estimate becomes 
if (6 u) - f (t, v) - f ‘(t, w)(u - 4 
< C i u - v :(, u - v j + 1 g’(v) - g’(w)l, 
+ I v - w ! + I g”(v) - g”(w)l,), (4.3) 
where C is a generic constant depending only on the bounded set S. By 
the uniform continuity of g’ and g” on bounded subsets of R and the 
boundedness of S in HI , it is now clear that given 71 > 0 there is a 6 > 0 
such that the right hand side of (4.3) is less than or equal to r] I u - v i 
wheneveru,v,wESwith lu-WI <aand IV-WI <S. 
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We next turn to assumption (4) of Section 3. In this example, equation 
(3.2) b ecomes 
PPW r g(p(-r)) L Q), (4.4) 
where 
h@) - -. ii j2r t)@, x - s) ds 
0 
and $(f, x) is the function h(l, X) at E = 0 (W = 1). 
LEMMA 4.3. Equation (4.4) has a unique solution pO E H, -.- D, . 
Proof. The proof depends upon the sign of p, so let us take p > 0. 
The argument for p < 0 is similar and will be omitted. 
We first note that the initial value problem for (4.4) has a unique solution 
in a neighborhood of 0 ([9], p. 18). Let P,(X) denote the solution of (4.4) 
satisfying ~~(0) = a. We shall show that pa(x) exists for all x 3 0. In fact, 
if I pa(x)I 2 I h I& Thus, P.( x must remain bounded and can be continued 1 
for all x > 0 ([9], p. 16). 
Define a mapping u from R to R by u(a) = ~~(27~). o is continuous 
and the previous calculation shows that o maps the closed interval 
[- h 1,/p, 1 h I,,.//31 into itself. Thus, u has a fixed point a,, and the solution 
&,(x) of (4.4) with initial value a, is 2n-periodic. Moreover, since it is 
periodic, p,,(x) can be continued for all x < 0. The fact that p,, E H, now 
follows directly from (4.4). 
In order to prove uniqueness, let p,, and pt be two H2 solutions of (4.4). 
Then 
Po(24 - A(274 = P,(O) - P,(O) - CL-’ s,‘” MP&)) - &l(4)) dx, 
and so, by the periodicity of p,, and p1 , we have 
I *n k(PoW - &&9> dx = 0. 0 (4.5) 
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Now suppose that p,(~,) # pr(x,) for some x0, say p,,(x,,) > pr(x,,). By the 
uniqueness of solutions to (4.4), we must have p,,(x) > pi(r) for all x. The 
strong monotonicity of g then implies that 
from which it follows that the integral in (4.5) is positive, a contradiction. 
Finally we look at assumption 5 of Section 3. In our example, equation 
(3.5) is the linear difference equation, 
8(p, , E)Ll = (I - e-2-y,& 2 27lg’( p&l = 6, 
where eAt is given by Lemma 4.1. 23(p,, E) is a bounded linear operator 
from HI to H, . 
We shall verify assumption 5 by showing that B(p,, , l ) has a bounded 
inverse from H, to Zi, for each E > 0 and that the inverse is bounded by 
a constant independent of l . To simplify the notation, we shall simply 
write !B for d(p, , E). 
LEMMA 4.4. There exist positive constants C, and C, , independent of E, 
such that 
C,(% u)o + C2((%34’, u’)o > I u I2 
for all II E H, . 
Proof. Let u E H, . Then 
(‘% uh = e-W - e-2nrpA)u, u),, -t (2ng’(p&, u)~ 2 2~13 1 51~. (4.6) 
Kext let M = i g”( p,)ps’ lo . Then 
((du)‘, u’)O - c -‘((I - e-2ncuA)u’, u’)” T (2ng’(pO)u’, u’)~ 
+ (2~g”(PcJPo’u, u’)ll 
3 2?+l 1 u’ 1; - 27r M 1 u lo 1 II’ lo 
= 27r/? 1 u’ 1; - 2nM(M/~)“” 1 11 lo * (/3!M)“’ 1 10 lo 
3 24 I u’ I”, - ~~WwI UI; -7 (BiM)I 24’ I;, 
= ?rp 1 I(‘ 1; - 7r(W#q 11 ; 
3 4 I u’ I”, - (My2$)(234 u)(l . 
Thus, 
2(W)‘, al + (M2/P2)(Bu, 40 >, 2+3 I 11’ 1; . (4.7) 
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Adding (4.6) and (4.7), we obtain 
(1 -t- ‘%yp)(dU, 24)” I 2((23u)‘, zql > 27r13(1 u r$ G I u’ Ii). 
LEMhfA 4.5. For each c > 0, 23 has a bounded inverse from HI to HI and 
this inverse is bounded by a constant independent of E. 
Proof. We define a new, but equivalent, inner product for HI by 
(4 ‘L;)a = Cd% v)o + C*(u’, v’)o > 
where C, , C, are the constants of Lemma 4.4. With respect to this new 
inner product, we have that 
where C, is a constant which may depend upon E and C, = (max{C, , C,})-1 
is independent of E. By the Lax-Milgram Lemma ([l], p. 180), for each 
VEH~, there exists a unique element Sv E HI such that 
(% $2 = (4 BW, (4.9) 
for all II E HI . S is clearly a linear mapping from HI to HI . Moreover, 
S is bounded by a constant independent of E; in fact, from (4.8) and (4.9), 
1 sv 12 < (Sv, bSv), = (Sv, v)a < j sv Ia . / v In < c-,-l 1 sv 1 . 1 v 1 
for all v E HI . 
It follows immediately from (4.9) that bS = I, the identity operator. 
Using this fact, we then have 
(u, 2wBv), = (u, da), (4.10) 
for all u, v E HI . (4.10) together with (4.8) implies that Sd = I. 
We can now apply Theorem 3.4 to this example and obtain the following 
result: 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists an Ed > 0 such that, for each E in (--es , EJ, 
(3.1) has a unique periodic solution of period T = 241 + y). Moreover, as 
E -+ 0, this periodic solution reduces to e*‘p,, , where p0 satisfies (4.4). 
5. A WAVE EQUATION WITH NONLINEAR DAMPING 
Our second example is the symmetric wave equation, 
vt = w, + 673, 
wt = v, + W, 4, (5.1) 
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where h is a CQ function of (t, x) E R which is 2n-periodic in wt and 
n-antiperiodic and even in x. (We say h is m-antiperiodic in x if h(t, r + T) = 
-h(t, x) for all t and x.) 
As we mentioned in the introduction, a smooth solution w to (5.1) satisfies 
the wave equation with weak nonlinear damping 
ztt - z,, = ~(32%~ - h,(t, ix)). 
With the choice of D given below v will also satisfy zero boundary data 
at x = 0 and n. 
Equation (5.1) can be put into standard form 
Ll,=r"D im+4(t,*)l' (5.2) 
where D = djdx. 
Let H be the Hilbert space of x-antiperiodic (and hence 2n-periodic) 
R,-valued functions 
p=[91 
of x E R with q odd and r even and both square-integrable over a period. 
The inner product on H is 
Let Hk be the set of functions p E H such that q”), 4, i = 0, l,..., K - 1, 
are absolutely continuous and qfk), r(k) are square-integrable over a period. 
With the inner product 
(PI 3 P2h = U/W ; IT tq1i’ (x)&’ (~1 + $’ @I$) (x)> dx, 
H, is a Hilbert space. 
Let 
with domain D = HI . A is a closed linear operator from HI C H to H. 
The operator 
AZ= O2 ’ [ 1 0 D2 
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with domain D, = Ha is a closed linear operator from H2 C Ii to If. As 
in the first example, we shall drop the I subscript on the inner product 
and norm on HI . 
We are now ready to again consider the five assumptions of Sections 2 
and 3. We recall once more that it suffices to take l > 0. 
Assumption (I) of Section 2 is a consequence of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.1. The operator A generates a group {eAt} of unitary operators 
on H given by 
q(x + t) + q(.x - t) -i- r(x + t) - Y(X - 
(e”tp)(x) = 3 [q(x + t) - q(.r - t) + T(X + t) + Y(X - 
t) 
t) 1 . 
Assumptions (2) and (3) of Section 2 can be verified either directly or 
by using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 which have extensions to vector-valued 
functions of vector variables. We shall omit the details. 
Turning to assumption (4) of Section 3 and using Lemma 5.1, we see 
that equation (3.2) becomes 
where 
z(t, x) = l/2{q(x + t) $ q(x - t) f r(x * t) - T(X - t)}, 
and b(t, x) is h(t, X) at E = 0. Using Lemma 5.1 again, we obtain 
(5.3) 
2Tf 
+3 I [ 
zys, x - s) + zys, x + 4 + MS, x - 4 - b(s, x + s) 
0 zqs, x - s) - zys, s + s) $ lj(s, x - s) + lJ(s, x $ t) 1 ds = 0 * 
Next we substitute for z the expression in (5.3) and perform the integrations. 
Using the fact that q is odd, Y is even, and both q and Y are n-antiperiodic, 
many terms vanish (such as the average values of q, Y, qr*, q2J, etc.) and we 
are left with the functional differential equation 
{q2(x) + 3r2(x) + 3 I P I’) q(x) @ [rq$ + [{3q2(x) + G(x) + 3 Ip 1%) Y(X) _ ] - 4 [$)I* (5.4) 
where 
m(x) z-Z &- 12r {Ij(s, x + s) - l)(s, x - s)} a?, 
n(x) = & I” {+(s, x + s) - b(s, x - s)} ds. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Equation (5.4) has a unique solution 
PO = [;I 
in H, . 
Proof. We shall prove this lemma by writing (5.4) as a nonlinear integral 
equation of Hammerstein type and then using a result of Amann ([23], 
p. 436). 
Since we are looking for a solution p such that q is P-antiperiodic and 
odd and r is n-antiperiodic and even, we must have q(0) = T(TT/~) = 0. 
Therefore, (5.4) can be integrated to give 
q(x) 
L I I Ii 
= {3q2(s) + t2(s) + 3 I p 13 T(S) ds 
8cL 
0 
j-” n(s) ds 




Let K be the linear operator 
that is, s z 
(KP)(x) = & “, 
r(s) ds I 1 . I q(s) ds n/2 (5.6) 
Let N be the nonlinear operator 
{q2(4 + 3r2(x) + 3 I P I’1 !I(4 - 
(Nf)(x) = [{3qZ(x) + r”(x) + 3 1 p I%} T(X) - 
4m(x) 
4n(x) I * (5.7) 
We can then write (5.5) symbolically as 
p + KNp = 0. (5.8) 
Let X be the Banach space of x-antiperiodic and 2rr-periodic R2-valued 
functions 
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of x E R with q odd and Y even and 4’ and r4 integrable over a period. The 
norm on X is 
1 p I”x = (1127~) lo*= {q4(x) +- +(x)} d.r. 
Let X* be the dual of X. X* can be represented as the Banach space of 
7r-antiperiodic and 2rr-periodic R*-valued functions 
P* = [$I 
ofxERwithq”oddandr*evenandq *4:3 and Y *a/s integrable over a period’ 
The norm on X* is 
I P* 1:: = (lj’27r) jo2’ {q*4’3(x) + You’d} dx. 
The pairing between an element p* E X* and an element p E X is given by 
(P*, P), = (1%) In (q*(x) q(x) + Y*(X) Y(X)} dx. 
It is easily checked that the nonlinear operator A’ given by (5.7) is a 
continuous bounded mapping of X into X*. Moreover, the linear operator 
K given by (5.6) is a compact monotone linear mapping of X* into X. 
In fact, (Kp, p) = 0 for all p E S. 
Now if p E X, then 
(,vp, p), L-Y j\ j'" ((q2(x) + 3y+) -- 3 1 p 1;) q2(x) - 4m(x)q(x) 
0 
f (3q*(x) 7 Y*(X) -t 3 I p 1;) Y*(X) - 4n(x)r(x)) dx 
1 =- 2r jo2hw + y4(4 + W(x) y*(x) + 3 I P 1: (qYx) + y*(x)) 
- 4(m(x)q(x) f W+))> dx 
2 ; jo2r (q%) + y4(x)) dx- ; l*' {m(x)&9 + n(x)+)} dx
= I P 14X - 4(& P)o * 
where 
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Thus, 
WP, P>o 2 I P I;- 4 I g If I P Ix 3 0 
for all p with 1 p jx sufficiently large. 
We now conclude from Amann’s theorem that (5.8) has at least one solution 
p0 E X. It follows directly from (5.5) that pa E Ha . 
The proof of uniqueness appears at the end of this section. 
Finally, Equation (3.5) of assumption 5 of Section 3 becomes 
s(po , c)d = (I - e-enruA)A/r i- i 2ne-Aa f'(s, eA8pp,)eA8dds = 6, (5.9) ‘0 
where eAt is given by Lemma 5.1 and 
Since 
f’(h 4 = r’,v’ i], 
we can evaluate the integral in (5.9) to obtain 
‘B(p, , r)d = (I - e-2ncUA)d/e -L ‘f Q(p,)d 
where Q( PO) is the linear operator given by the matrix 
We note that B(p, , l ) is a bounded linear operator from ZY1 to H, . 
We shall verify assumption 5 in a manner similar to that employed in 
our first example. However, it will be necessary for us to require now that p,, , 
the solution of (5.4), should not be identically zero. This will be true as 
long as both m and n are not identically zero. The reader may verify that 
if h has a traveling wave component then 1 p0 I0 # 0. As before, we shall 
write b for ‘B(p, l ) and Q for Q(p,). 
LEMMA 5.3. If p,, # 0, there exist positive constants Cl and C2, inde- 
pendent of E, such that 
for all w E HI . 
C@JM, w)o + q(!-w’, w’)o 2 I w I2 
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Proof. Let w E HI . Then 
(Bw, w). = E-‘((I - e-*nc@“)w, w), + g (Qw, w)~ + $ (p, , w): 
377 
2 - (Qw, w),, 4 
Next 
3 ; I PO 1; I w 1;. (5.12) 
((SW)‘, w’)~ = ~‘((1 - e-znr@A)w’, w’)~ + $(Qwt, a$, 
+ ; (Q2’W> 40 + 3< (P” , w)o (PO’, w’), 7 




qoqo + ‘0’0’ wo’ -l 4o”o 
wo’ + %I”0 q&l + 1 YlfO . 
Pw)‘, w’), 
> $Qwr, 4, i $(Q’w, w’>o + ; (p,, , w)o (p,,‘, w’)o 
2 ; I PO 1; I w’ 1; - 127-o* I w lo I w’ lo - : I PO lo I A’ I” I w lo I w’ lo, 
where we have set 
MO = m4I q. ,m, I qo’ ‘=, i y. Iz , I YOI Lo) 
in a straightforward estimate of (Q’w, w’), . Setting 
$w- 1Z7m02++IPo~la, 
we obtain 
W-BW)‘, 40 z $ I PO I”, Iw’ I’, - ?M21 w lo I w’ lo 
= ; I PO 1: I w’ 1: - ; WWI PO lo)l w lo * (I PO lo/WI w’ lo 
>, ; I PO 1; I w’ 1; - g W~‘/l PO I,“>1 w I,” + (I PO lpwl w’ 13 
-= ; I PO 1: I w’ 1; - 3gn (M”/l PO I:)1 w 1; 
= g I PO 1: I w’ 1: - P4/2 I PO 13 @w, 40 * 
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w93w)‘, w’), + (M4,4 plJ 13 (SW, w)o 3 f 1 p. 1; 1 w’ 1; . (5.13) 
Adding (5.12) and (5.13) we finally obtain 
(1 L M4:‘l Pa 13 ww, 40 i 2((dw)‘, W’)” 2 3; 1 po 1; (I w 1; + 1 w’ I,‘). 
The proof of the next lemma is identical to that of Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 5.4. If p. # 0, for each l > 0, 23 has a bounded inverse from H, 
to H, and this inverse is bounded by a constant independent of E. 
Theorem 3.4 now applies and we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that p,, , the solution of (5.4), is not identically 
zero. Then there exists an e3 > 0 such that, for each E in (-es , EJ, (5.1) 
has a unique periodic solution of period T = 2x(1 + EEL). Moreover, as Q - 0, 
this periodic solution reduces to e*tpO . 
Finally, let us prove the uniqueness claim in Lemma 5.2. To this end, 
let pU and p1 be two Hz solutions of (5.4). Then 
Let 
(A& - NP, , po - PI), = -WAP, - API p PO - PI), 
= 0. 
(5.14) 
C(t) L = (WP, + t(Po - PI)) - iv0 7 PO - PI)0 * 
By the Mean Value Theorem, 
4( 1) - W) = f(T)? O<T<l. 
Thus, combining (5.14) and (5.15), we obtain 
0 = VP0 - NP, 9 PO - PI), 
= (N’(PJ(P0 - PA PO - PI), > 
where 
and 
P2 = Pl + dP0 - PI) 
N’(P,)w = 3Q(p2)w + 6( P, ,wh pz . 
(5.15) 
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Here Q&J is the same linear operator which appeared in (5.11). As in 
the proof of Lemma 5.3, we have that 
G’Wdw~ w)o = 3(Q(p,h 4 + 6(p2 3 40’ . 
;2 3 1 p, 1; 1 w $. 
Hence, 
0 = W’(PJ(Po - PI), PO - PI)0 2 3 I P2 1; I PO - Pl lo 3 
and so, if pz # 0, we must have p. = pr . On the other hand, if pa ;;-1 0, 
then pt = olpo , a < 0. In this event, it follows directly from (5.14) that 
p. = p1 = 0. 
6. THE EXISTENCE OF A FORMAL POWER SERIES FOR p(e) 
Let F(p, E) be as given by (3.1). We shall show that for the examples 
given in Sections 4 and 5, the equationF(p, l ) = 0 yields a formal expression 
for p of the form 
P - c pn4n!, (6.1) 
where, if f is analytic, then so is each p,, an analytic element of D. 
As is well-known, the coefficients p, are obtained by successive differentia- 
tion of F, putting E = 0 at each step. Thus p. is determined from 
F(po,O) =O, (6.2) 
whereas pi is a solution of 
F’( PO , 0) PI + F,( PO Y 0) == 0, 
where F’(po , 0) = B(po , 0) as given in (3.4). In general pn is found from 
an equation of the form, 
F’(P, 7 0)~” + NP, 9 P, ,...v pn-d = 0. 
So the crucial steps in establishing (6.1) are the following: 
(a) Show (6.2) has a solution p. E D which is analytic. 
(b) Show the problem F’(p, , O)d = 8 can be uniquely solved for 
analytic A in D whenever 6 is also an analytic element of D. 
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For the examples of Sections 4 and 5 we have already seen that (6.2) 
can be solved in D, . Clearly, if the forcing term h is analytic then so is PO . 
So problem (a) is essentially done. We must examine (b). 
Let us begin with the first example. In this case B(p, , 0) is simply the 
first order differential operator defined by 
fqpo , O)A = 274’ -t 2d(Pa)A, 
and the invertibility of B(p, (0) is equivalent to solving 
WCLLO’ + dPo)A) = 6 (6.3) 
for a (analytic) 2n-periodic A. As is well-known ([15], p. 42), such a solution 
does exist provided 
1 2n g’(po(Jc)) dx z 0, '0 
a result which is guaranteed since g’(po(x)) 3 /3 > 0. 
The example from Section 5 is a bit more troublesome. In this case, 
inverting B(p, , 0) is equivalent to studying the equations given below 
for 2x-periodic solutions: 
8p17’ L qqo* +To2 +I PO I:)S + 6woq + ~(PO 3 Ah = 6 
8~5’ + 6~05 + Go2 + yo2 i I P, I;h + 6(po, 4~ = P, 
(6.4) 
where p. = (q. , yo), A = (5, T), and 6 and p are arbitrary analytic 27~ 
periodic functions of x. 
We begin by replacing (p, , A) by a parameter j3 and showing that (6.4) 
has a 27r-periodic (necessarily analytic) solution for any j?. Then we prove /3 
can be chosen to satisfy 
B = (po,A). (6.5) 
We rewrite (6.4) as 
(6.6) 
where 
44 = 6 qob) yo(x)v 
w ::= 3(qo2(x) + Tow + I PO 13. 
If we let A(x) be the matrix 
(6.7) 
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then A commutes with its indefinite integral. Hence the homogeneous 
equation y’ A(x) y has a 2n-periodic solution if and only if 
has eigenvalue 1. This cannot occur, however, because p0 +- 0. Thus, 
(6.6) has a unique 2n-periodic solution for every /3 and every pair (S, p) 
([18], p. 160). The argument is completed if we show (6.5) can be solved. 
Let T(p) be given by 
wo - (PO) 4 
where d solves (6.6). Multiply (6.6) by (4, v) and average over 2~. Using 
the expressions (6.7) for a and b, we obtain 
4 br qoTo57 i jo2n ho2 + 102 L I PO Ii> (5” f 7*1 - WV) = 3(4, 5), 





qoyoS7 3 - ijo*” qo*p +j:” yo27* + Jo*% qo272 + j:n r3[. 
Thus, 
I PO 1: jo2= (4* + 7”) + 2BW) < 3(4, 0 
Again by Young’s inequality, 
3(4, 5) < (I Po @2) j’” (5” + 72) +- (9!2 I p,, $P I 5 I;: . 0 
Hence, 
2x0 IJO Q4)l A I”, + BT(IS) < (9:‘4 I A I:&7 I 5 1;. 
So /?T(/?) > -C, where C is independent of 8. Thus, sgn /3(/I - I”(&) 
&I - 7’(/3))/! /? I 3 1 p I -- C,/: /3 ‘. Thus, as ,fI --, fco, p - T(p) + -L- co, 
and, as /! ---f --cc, so does /I - T(p). Th ere is, therefore, a value of /I such 
that T(p) = /3. Since T(/?) is linear in /3, /3 is unique. This completes the 
analysis of the second example. 
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